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March 8, 2010

Case No.: FSR 2-02
Client: Kirstin Blaise Lobato
Dates Specimens Received: 4/30/02 – 2/6/10
Specimens Received From: James Aleman, Gloria Navarro, and Hans Sherrer
Specimens Received By: George Schiro
Dates of Analysis: 4/30/02 - 5/15/02, 9/13 – 17/05, 12/11/09 – 3/8/10
Type of Examination Requested: Crime Scene Reconstruction and Forensic Science
Interpretation in State v. Kirstin Lobato, Case No. C177394
Specimens Received:
Documents and photographs relating to the homicide investigation of Duran Bailey
Analytical Procedures:
The documents and photographs were reviewed. Based upon this documentation, the
following results and conclusions were obtained.
Results and Conclusions:
A. Shoeprints at the crime scene
Bloody and non-bloody patent shoeprints with the same tread pattern were
photographed and documented at the crime scene. A non-bloody shoeprint on one of the
pieces of cardboard had a blood transfer stain deposited over it. This indicates that
someone stepped on the cardboard, then this blood transfer stain was deposited over a
portion of this non-bloody shoeprint. This indicates that the person wearing these shoes
could have been present before and after the bloodshed took place at the scene. The nonbloody shoeprint and cardboard should be examined further and analyzed.
The bloody shoeprints could have only been left by the person concealing Mr.
Bailey's body because all of the blood was covered by the trash concealing his body.
Cardboard was first used to cover his body, then the trash was used to further conceal his
body and the blood. While the body and blood were being concealed with trash, the
source of the shoeprints stepped in blood and tracked them out upon exiting the
enclosure.
William J. Bodziak's report dated March 27, 2002 states that these shoeprints
“…most closely correspond to a U.S. men's size 9 athletic shoe of this type. The
American women's size equivalent would be approximately size 10.” His report further
states “…the length of the LOBATO right foot equates to U.S. men's sizes between 6 to 6
1/2. The American women's size equivalent would be approximately size 7 1/2. The right
foot size of KIRSTEN LOBATO would therefore be at least 2 1/2 sizes smaller than the
estimated crime scene shoe size.” The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
(LVMPD) Crime Scene Report dated 07-20-01 by Crime Scene Analyst II Jenny Carr
states that “…a pair of black and white “Nike Air” size 7.5 tennis shoes were recovered,
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by myself, from the hands of Kirsten Lobato and impounded into evidence.” These shoes
are the same size of shoes that Mr. Bodziak states Ms. Lobato would normally wear.
Physical evidence can either include or exclude a person as the source of the
evidence. Inconclusive results can also be obtained from physical evidence. Based upon
the shoe size of the impressions and the size of the shoes received from Ms. Lobato,
Ms. Lobato is excluded as the source of the shoeprints found at the crime scene.
There is no information to indicate that any shoes in Ms. Lobato's possession were size 10
or that they matched the shoeprint found at the scene. No bloody or non-bloody
shoeprints corresponding to the sole patterns of the black high heeled shoes recovered
from Kirstin Lobato by Officer M. Thomas of the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department were identified or documented at the scene of Mr. Bailey’s murder.
The crime scene shoeprints should be sent to the FBI and entered into the FBI
Shoeprint Database. This database could provide investigative information, such as, is the
shoe a male or female style shoe; whether the shoe is an expensive, exclusively made
shoe or a common, inexpensive shoe; or if the shoe is widely distributed or if it had
limited distribution.
In January 2010, photographs of two bloody shoeprints on the concrete and two
bloody shoeprints on the cardboard were submitted to Foster + Freeman’s shoeprint
database. The shoeprints matched the sole pattern from a “Spitfire” model right shoe
manufactured for WalMart by Athletic Works. Given the information provided by Mr.
Bodziak, the bloody shoeprints on the concrete are from a men’s U.S. size 9 or women’s
U.S. size 10 “Spitfire” model right shoe manufactured for WalMart by Athletic Works or
a shoe with an equivalent sole pattern. WalMart and Athletic Works should be contacted
to determine the dates of manufacture for the “Spitfire”, the number of men’s size 8 -10
and women’s size 9 -11 that were manufactured, any other shoes that were manufactured
with that sole design, any distribution information on those shoes, and any retail sales
information that might still be retained on those shoes.
B. Chewing gum found at the crime scene
According to the August 6, 2001 LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Report of
Examination by Criminalist Thomas A. Wahl a “…wad of chewing gum on cardboard
with apparent blood recovered from scene” was submitted to him for DNA analysis. The
condition of this gum and its location at the crime scene could also provide investigative
information as to the source of the gum. None of the reviewed photographs had a closeup view of the gum and the examined reports do not refer to the condition of the gum;
however, it was significant enough for the Crime Scene Analysts to collect it and submit
it for DNA analysis. In addition, on 7/23/01, Detective J. LaRochelle of the LVMPD
Homicide Bureau requested that the crime lab conduct a “DNA analysis/comparison” of
the chewing gum.
If the gum was deposited on the cardboard after the blood was deposited, then it
does not provide any significant information because it could have fallen out of the trash
onto the cardboard. If the gum was deposited on the cardboard prior to or at the same
time as the blood being deposited on the gum, then the gum could have originated from
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the mouth of Mr. Bailey's killer. The likelihood of it originating from the killer's mouth
would also be increased if the gum was still pliable when recovered. It would be less
likely to have originated from the killer's mouth if it was hardened or if it had debris
attached to it.
Mr. Wahl's report further states “The chewing gum appeared to have been
chewed. It was also stained with apparent blood.” And “A DNA mixture was indicated.
Duran Bailey cannot be excluded as the major DNA component of the mixture. Kirsten
Lobato is excluded as the minor DNA component of the mixture.” (emphasis added)
Based upon this information, Ms. Lobato is excluded as the source of the chewing
gum found at the crime scene.
Based upon a review of the photographs taken in the area where the gum was
found and Mr. Wahl’s statement that the gum was stained with apparent blood, it is likely
that the gum was deposited prior to or at the same time the blood was deposited. Efforts
should be made to determine the condition of the gum at the time it was collected and if
there are any close-up photographs of the chewing gum at the crime scene or in the lab.
C. The condition of Ms. Lobato’s hands
Two photographs of Ms. Lobato's hands were taken approximately 12 days after
the discovery of Mr. Bailey's body. The reason investigators photograph suspect's hands
is to document any evidence of injuries to the hands that can occur during beating and
stabbing homicides.
According to the July 9, 2001 Autopsy Report by Lary Simms, Mr. Bailey had
“…an apparent fracture on the left side of the head…”, an “…apparent rib
fracture/incised wound at the left costal margin…”, “On the left side of the face and head
is a confluent area of multiple abrasions and contusions…”, “On the right side of the face
and head is a confluent area of multiple abrasions and contusions…”, “Located on the
anterolateral right forehead is a stab wound…”, “Located on the left chin is a stab
wound…”, “Located above the right eye is an incised wound…”, “The anterior maxillary
and mandibular dental arches demonstrate multiple fractures and avulsions of the teeth.”,
“Located on the chin is an incised wound…”, and “Located on the back of the right hand
is a incised wound group…”. These areas are all bony areas and indicate that the beating
and stabbing were carried out forcefully. As a result of striking these bony areas with a
knife, the killer's hand might have been cut from slipping onto the knife blade as the knife
handle accumulated more blood. The killer's hand could have been bruised from the knife
or the forceful nature of the beating. The surfaces surrounding the crime scene were
abrasive and could have also caused abrasions on the killer's hands. No cuts, abrasions,
broken fingernails, or healing bruises can be seen in the photographs of Ms.
Lobato's hands.
D. Ms. Lobato’s hair
Photographs of Ms. Lobato taken approximately 12 days after the discovery of
Mr. Bailey's body show that Ms. Lobato had bleached blonde hair. Her hair had lines of
demarcation at the root ends of the hair shafts indicating that it had been several weeks
since her last bleach treatment. During a beating and stabbing homicide, the killer can
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lose hair at the scene either by having it forcibly removed or through the natural hair
shedding process. Bleached caucasian hairs found at the crime scene or associated with
Mr. Bailey's body would have been significant. There is no information indicating that
any bleached blonde hairs were observed or collected from the crime scene or Mr.
Bailey's body.
E. Bloodstain patterns at the crime scene
The photographs demonstrate numerous blood spatter patterns. There is no
documentation of blood spatter above a height of 15 inches on any of the surrounding
crime scene surfaces. This indicates that Mr. Bailey received his bleeding injuries
while lying on the ground. The photographs of his pants also do not indicate the
presence of any vertically dripped blood. This indicates that he did not receive any
bleeding injuries while in a standing position.
When a person is bleeding and repeatedly beaten with a long object, such as a
baseball bat or a tire iron, or is repeatedly stabbed using an arcing motion, then cast-off
blood spatters corresponding to the arc of the swing are produced. There is no
documentation of any cast-off blood spatters on the surrounding surfaces. This indicates
that arcing motions were not used in the homicide of Mr. Bailey. The confined space of
the crime scene enclosure and the lack of cast-off indicate that a baseball bat was
not used to beat Mr. Bailey. The beating was more likely due to a pounding or punching
type motion.
In addition to the bloody shoeprints on the cardboard, three drops of blood, two of
which had been stepped on by the bloody right “Spitfire” shoe, were observed on the
cardboard. These three drops appear to be drip cast offs or passive vertically dripped
blood originating from a source directly above the drops. Possible sources of these drops
include blood dripping off Mr. Bailey, blood dripping off a weapon used on Mr. Bailey,
or blood dripping from an injury sustained by Mr. Bailey’s assailant. If this cardboard has
not been destroyed, it should be preserved, documented, and examined thoroughly. The
three blood drops should also be subjected to DNA analysis to determine the origin(s) of
the blood drops.
F. Crime scene reconstruction:
1. The killer enters the enclosure.
2. Mr. Bailey is lying on the ground, possibly sleeping.
3. (These events cannot be sequenced. They all happened at some point, but not
necessarily in the order listed. His pants could have been down prior to the stabbing
or they could have come down sometime during the stabbing but prior to the scrotum
wound. He might have been masturbating prior to getting killed. This could explain
the presence of the adult magazines at the crime scene. He may also have fallen asleep
with his pants down.) The killer stabs the victim in the face, head, scrotum, and
possibly the abdomen. At some point, Mr. Bailey's pants come down. Mr. Bailey
manages to use his hands and arms in an effort to defend himself. His left carotid
artery is cut while he is on the ground. Mr. Bailey is also beaten forcefully about the
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

head with a blunt object most likely using a pounding or punching type motion or his
head is slammed forcefully against the surrounding concrete.
Mr. Bailey's anus was then lacerated.
Mr. Bailey's body was turned over.
The killer stabs Mr. Bailey in the abdomen and severs his penis.
Mr. Bailey is covered with the cardboard.
Trash is deposited on Mr. Bailey and the blood.
The killer exits the enclosure.

G. Tests for the presence of human blood
Louise D. Renhard's Crime Scene Report dated 07-22-01 states “Luminol, a
presumptive test for the presence of blood, was applied and a positive reaction occurred
and was photographed on the left front seat slip cover, the left front seat and floor, and the
left interior door panel. A Phenolphthalein presumptive test for the presence of blood was
conducted for the shoes in the trunk, the baseball bat, the multi tool, and the keys with
negative results on all.” Mr. Wahl's August 6, 2001 report states “Examination of the
vehicle slip cover (TAW8 item 5) and the interior left door panel (TAW9) yielded weak
positive presumptive tests for the presence of blood in one area of each item. Human
blood could not be confirmed from either item. Human DNA was not detected in extracts
prepared from swabbings collected from both items.”
The luminol reaction and the phenolphthalein reaction are both catalytic tests.
Their reactions are essentially the same for blood, except one produces a pink color
(phenolphthalein) and the other luminesces (luminol). Luminol is the more sensitive test,
but it also produces more false positives. Phenolphthalein is less sensitive, but it has
fewer false positives. The categories of substances that will produce false positives are
the same for both tests, but luminol probably reacts to lesser amounts of these substances
than phenolphthalein. The tests can be designed to reduce the number of false positives,
but not totally eliminate them. Both tests can cause reactions with the enzymes catalase
and peroxidase, cytochromes, strong oxidizing agents, and metallic salts.
Some of the false reactions include:
Chemical oxidants and catalysts: Copper and nickel salts, rust, formalin (used for
preserving tissues), potassium permanganate (found in some dyes), potassium
dichromate, bleaches, iodine, and lead oxides. Some of these items could be found
anywhere, including tap water, dirt, and blue jeans. Phenolphthalein gives positive results
with copper, potassium ferricyanide, nickel and cobalt nitrates, and some sulfocyanates.
Luminol reacts with copper compounds, cobalt, iron, potassium permanganate, and
bleach (source: Forensic Science Handbook, edited by Richard Saferstein, page 275). In
tests done at the FBI Basic Serology course at the FBI Academy in Quantico, VA,
phenolphthalein has been shown to react with iodine, potassium permanganate, and
copper nitrate.
Plant sources: Vegetable peroxidases. Phenolphthalein might react with apple,
apricot, bean, blackberry, Jerusalem artichoke, horseradish, potato, turnip, cabbage,
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onion, and dandelion root (source Forensic Science Handbook, edited by Richard
Saferstein, page 275). In tests done at the FBI Basic Serology course at the FBI Academy
in Quantico, VA, phenolphthalein has been shown to react with cabbage, carrot,
cucumbers, celery, corn, and horseradish.
Animal origin: pus, bone marrow leukocytes, brain tissues, spinal fluid, intestine,
lung ,saliva, and mucous (source Forensic Science Handbook, edited by Richard
Saferstein, page 275). In tests done at the FBI Basic Serology course at the FBI Academy
in Quantico, VA, phenolphthalein has been shown to react with saliva. Bacteria can also
cause false positive reactions.
The HemaTrace test used to confirm human blood is more sensitive than the
phenolphthalein test. As a result, had the phenolphthalein been reacting to human blood,
then the HemaTrace test should have also given a positive result for human hemoglobin.
In validation studies conducted at the Louisiana State Police Crime Lab, phenolphthalein
could detect a 1/1,000,000 dilution of blood and the HemaTrace card could detect a
1/100,000,000 dilution of blood. This makes the HemaTrace card 100 times more
sensitive than the phenolphthalein test.
In addition, validation studies of the HemaTrace cards conducted at the Centre of
Forensic Sciences in Toronto demonstrated that the HemaTrace cards “proved to be more
sensitive than the KM (i.e., phenolphthalein) test...”1 An evaluation of the HemaTrace
cards by the Michigan State Police Forensic Laboratory also demonstrated that the
HemaTrace cards were more sensitive than the Hemastix, leucocrystal violet, and
tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) presumptive blood tests.2
The test to quantify human DNA is also very sensitive. The QuantiBlot kit using
Chromogen:TMB can detect as little as 160 picograms of human DNA. Some human
DNA quantification systems can detect down to 20 picograms of human DNA. Based on
the results of the phenolphthalein, luminol, human hemoglobin, and human DNA
quantification analyses, the substance detected in Ms. Lobato's vehicle is not human
blood.
Other documentation indicated that blood would have been expected to be
transferred to the interior and exterior door handles, the steering wheel, the gearshift, the
driver’s side floor pads, and the foot pedals if someone operated a vehicle immediately
after the killing.3 No blood was detected on these surfaces in Ms. Lobato’s vehicle. Also,
none of Mr. Bailey’s blood was found on the black high heeled shoes recovered from
Kirstin Lobato by Officer M. Thomas of the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department.
H. Latent print recovery
Ms. Renhard's 07-22-01 Crime Scene Report states “…latent prints were
recovered from the left door threshold, the interior and exterior left door window, the
interior right door window, the exterior of the trunk and front hood.” Her report indicates
1

Johnston, S., et.al. “Validation Study of the Abacus Diagnostics ABAcard HemaTrace Membrane Test for
the Forensic Identification of Human Blood.” Can. Soc. Forens. Sci. J. Vol. 36. No 3 (2003) pp. 173-183.
2
Swander, C.J. and Stites, J.G. “Evaluation of the ABAcard HemaTrace for the Forensic Identification of
Human Blood.” Presented at the Midwestern Association of Forensic Scientists Annual Meeting 1998.
3
Brent E. Turvey’s Examination Report dated October 16, 2005
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that a minimum of six latent lifts were recovered from the vehicle. The report does not
indicate the number of smudges, partial prints, overlaid prints, etc. that were not
collected.
When dusting for prints, the powder on the brush adheres to the moisture
contained in the print. The main factors in determining if a person will leave behind a
print are the person's individual physiology and habits, the surface, and the environment.
Any one or more of these factors can contribute to the lack of fingerprints. People with
drier skin will not leave prints as readily as a person with oily or sweaty skin. Rough
surfaces are not conducive to recovering dusted prints because of the surface texture.
Moisture and oils in fingerprints will evaporate more rapidly in hot, arid environments
than in cooler, more humid environments. The lack of Ms. Lobato's prints in her own
vehicle would not be considered unusual and it is not necessarily a sign that her
vehicle was cleaned.
FINAL CONCLUSION:
There is no physical evidence associating Kirstin Lobato with Duran Bailey or the crime
scene. Ms. Lobato is also excluded as the source of physical evidence found at the crime
scene. Additional examination, documentation, and analysis should be performed on
some items of the physical evidence.
Note: This report and its conclusions are subject to modification pending any new or
previously undiscovered information.

George Schiro
Forensic Scientist
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May 31, 2002

Case No.: FSR2-02
Client: Special Public Defender, Clark Co., Nevada
Dates Specimens Received: 4/30/002 - 5/15/02
Specimens Received From: James Aleman and Gloria Navarro
Specimens Received By: George Schiro
Dates of Analysis: 4/30/02 - 5/15/02
Type of Examination Requested: Crime Scene Reconstruction and Forensic Science
Interpretation in State v. Kirstin Lobato, Case No. C177394
Specimens Received:
Documents and photographs relating to the homicide investigation of Duran Bailey
Analytical Procedures:
The documents and photographs were reviewed. The following results and conclusions
were obtained and are separated into those not allowed in at trial and those allowed in at
trial.
Results and Conclusions (not allowed in at trial):
Bloody shoeprints were photographed and documented at the crime scene. These
bloody shoeprints could have only been left by the person concealing Mr. Bailey's body
because all of the blood was covered by the trash concealing his body. The cardboard
was first used to cover his body, then the trash was used to further conceal his body and
the blood. While the body and blood were being concealed with trash, the source of the
shoeprints stepped in blood and tracked them out upon exiting the enclosure.
William J. Bodziak's report dated March 27, 2002 states that these shoeprints
"...most closely correspond to a U.S. men's size 9 athletic shoe of this type. The
American women's size equivalent would be approximately size 10." His report further
states "...the length of the LOBATO right foot equates to U.S. men's sizes between 6 to 6
1/2. The American women's size equivalent would be approximately size 7 1/2. The right
foot size of KIRSTEN LOBATO would therefore be at least 2 1/2 sizes smaller than the
estimated crime scene shoe size." The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
(LVMPD) Crime Scene Report dated 07-20-01 by Crime Scene Analyst II, Jenny Carr
states that "...a pair of black and white "Nike Air" size 7.5 tennis shoes were recovered,
by myself, from the hands of Kirsten Lobato and impounded into evidence." These shoes
are the same size of shoes that Mr. Bodziak states Ms. Lobato would normally wear.
Physical evidence can either include or exclude a person as the source of the
evidence. Inconclusive results can also be obtained from physical evidence. Based upon
the shoe size of the impressions and the size of the shoes received from Ms. Lobato,
Ms. Lobato is excluded as the source of the shoeprints found at the crime scene.
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FSR2-02 Report (continued)

There is no information to indicate that any shoes in Ms. Lobato's possession were size
10 or that they matched the shoeprint found at the scene.
The crime scene shoeprints should be sent to the FBI and entered into the FBI
Shoeprint Database. This database could provide investigative information, such as, is
the shoe a male or female style shoe; whether the shoe is an expensive, exclusively made
shoe or a common, inexpensive shoe; or if the shoe is-widely distributed or if it had
limited distribution.
According to the August 6, 2001 LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Report of
Examination by Criminalist Thomas A. Wahl a "...wad'of chewing gum on cardboard
with apparent blood recovered from scene" was submitted to him for DNA analysis. The
condition of this gum and its location at the crime scene could also provide investigative
information as to the source of the gum. None of the reviewed photographs had a closeup view of the gum and the examined reports do not refer to the condition of the gum;
however, it was significant enough for the Crime Scene Analysts to collect it and submit
it for DNA analysis.
If the gum was deposited on the cardboard after the blood was deposited, then it
does not provide any significant information because it could have fallen out of the trash
onto the cardboard. If the gum was deposited on the cardboard prior to or at the same
time as the blood being deposited on the gum, then the gum could have originated from
the mouth- of Mr. Bailey's killer. The likelihood of it originating from the killer's mouth
would also be increased if the gum was still pliable when recovered. It would be less
likely to have originated from the killer's mouth if it was hardened or if it had debris
attached to it.
Mr Wahl's report further states "The chewing gum appeared to have been chewed.
It was also stained with apparent blood." And "A DNA mixture was indicated. Duran
Bailey cannot be excluded as the major DNA component of the mixture. Kirsten Lobato
is excluded as the minor DNA component of the mixture." Based upon this
information, Ms. Lobato is excluded as the source of the chewing gum found at the
crime scene.

Efforts should be made to determine the condition of the gum at the time it was collected
and if there are any close-up photographs of the chewing gum at the crime scene.
Two photographs of Ms. Lobato's hands were taken approximately 12 days after
the discovery of Mr. Baileys body. The reason investigators photograph suspect's hands
is to document any evidence of injuries to the hands that can occur during beating and
stabbing homicides.
According to the July 9, 2001Autopsy Report by Lary Simms, Mr. Bailey had
"...an apparent fracture on the left side of the head...", an "...apparent rib
fracture/incised wound at the left costal margin...", "On the left side of the face and head
is a confluent area of multiple abrasions and contusions...", " On the right side of the
face and head is a confluent area of multiple abrasions and contusions...", "Located on
the anterolateral right
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FSR2-02 Report (continued)
forehead is a stab wound...", "Located on the left chin is a stab wound...", "Located
above the right eye is an incised wound...", "The anterior maxillary and mandibular
dental arches demonstrate multiple fractures and avulsions of the teeth.", "Located on the
chin is an incised wound...", and "Located on the back of the right hand is a incised
wound group...". These areas are all bony areas and indicate that the beating and
stabbing were carried out forcefully. As a result of striking these bony areas with a knife,
the killer's hand might have been cut from slipping onto the knife blade as the knife
handle accumulated more blood. The killer's hand could have been bruised from the knife
or the forceful nature of the beating. The surfaces surrounding the crime scene were
abrasive and could have also caused abrasions on the killer's hands. No cuts, abrasions,
broken fingernails, or healing bruises can be seen in the photographs of Ms.
Lobato's hands.
Photographs of Ms. Lobato taken approximately 12 days after the discovery of
Mr. Bailey's body show that Ms. Lobato had bleached blonde hair. Her hair had lines of
demarcation at the root ends of the hair shafts indicating that it had been several weeks
since her last bleach treatment. During a beating and stabbing homicide, the killer can
lose hair at the scene either by having it forcibly removed or through the natural hair
shedding process. Bleached Caucasian hairs found at the crime scene or associated with
Mr. Bailey's body would have been significant. There is no information indicating that
any bleached blonde hairs were observed or collected from the crime scene or Mr.
Bailey's body.
The photographs demonstrate numerous blood spatter patterns. There is no
documentation of blood spatter above a height of 12 inches on any of the surrounding
crime scene surfaces. This indicates that Mr. Bailey received his bleeding injuries
while lying on the ground. The photographs of his pants also do not indicate the
presence of any vertically dripped blood. This indicates that he did not receive any
bleeding injuries while in a standing position.
When a person is bleeding and repeatedly beaten with a long object, such as a
baseball bat or a tire iron, or is repeatedly stabbed using an arcing motion, then cast-off
blood spatters corresponding to the arc of the swing are produced. There is no
documentation of any cast-off blood spatters on the surrounding surfaces. This indicates
that arcing motions were not used in the homicide of Mr. Bailey. The confined space of
the crime scene enclosure and the lack of cast off indicate that a baseball bat was
not used to beat Mr. Bailey. The beating was more likely due to a pounding or punching
type motion.
-

Crime scene reconstruction:
1. The killer enters the enclosure.
2. Mr. Bailey is lying on the ground, possibly sleeping.
3. (These events cannot be sequenced. They all happened at some point, but not
necessarily in the order listed. His pants could have been down prior to the stabbing
or
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

they could have come down sometime during the stabbing but prior to the scrotum
wound. He might have been masturbating prior to getting killed. This could explain
the
presence of the adult magazines at the crime scene. He may also have fallen asleep
with his pants down.) The killer stabs the victim in the face, head, scrotum, and
possibly the abdomen. At some point, Mr. Bailey's pants come down. Mr. Bailey
manages to use his hands and arms in an effort to defend himself. His left carotid
artery is cut while he is on the ground. Mr. Bailey is also beaten forcefully about the
head with a blunt object most likely using a pounding or punching type motion or his
head is slammed forcefully against the surrounding Concrete.
Mr. Bailey's anus was then lacerated.
Mr. Bailey's body was turned over.
The killer stabs Mr. Bailey in the abdomen and severs his penis.
Mr. Bailey is covered with the cardboard.
Trash is deposited on Mr. Bailey and the blood.
The killer exits the enclosure.

Results and Conclusions (allowed in at trial):
Louise D. Renhard's Crime Scene Report dated 07-22-01 states "Luminol, a
presumptive test for the presence of blood, was applied and a positive reaction occurred
and was photographed on the left front seat slip cover, the left front seat and floor, and
the left interior door panel. A Phenolphthalein presumptive test for the presence of blood
was conducted for the shoes in the trunk, the baseball bat, the multi tool, and the keys
with negative results on all." Mr. Wahl's August 6, 2001 report states "Examination of
the vehicle slip cover (TAWS item 5) and the interior left door panel (TAW9) yielded
weak positive presumptive tests for the presence of blood in one area of each item.
Human blood could not be confirmed from either item. Human DNA was not detected in
extracts prepared from swabbings collected from both items."
The luminol reaction and the phenolphthalein reaction are both catalytic tests.
Their reactions are essentially the same for blood, except one produces a pink color
(phenolphthalein) and the other luminesces (luminol). Linninol is the more sensitive test,
but it also produces more false positives. Phenolphthalein is less sensitive, but it has
fewer false positives. The categories of substances that will produce false positives are
the same for both tests, but luminol probably reacts to lesser amounts of these substances
than phenolphthalein. The tests can be designed to reduce the number of false positives,
but not totally eliminate them. Both tests can cause reactions with the enzymes catalase
and peroxidase, cytochromes, strong oxidizing agents, and metallic salts.
Some of the false reactions include:
Chemical oxidants and catalysts: Copper and nickel salts, rust, fonnalin (used for
preserving tissues), potassium permanganate (found in some dyes), potassium
dichromate, bleaches, iodine, and lead oxides. Some of these items could be found
anywhere, including tap water, dirt, and blue jeans. Phenolphthalein gives positive results
with copper,
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potassium ferricyanide, nickel and cobalt nitrates, and some sulfocyanates. Luminol
reacts with copper compounds, cobalt, iron, potassium permanganate, and bleach (source
Forensic Science Handbook, edited by Richard Saferstein, page 275). In tests done at the
FBI Basic Serology course at the FBI Academy in Quantico, VA, phenolphthalein has
been shown to react with iodine, potassium permanganate, and copper nitrate.
Plant sources: Vegetable peroxidases. Phenolphthalein might react with apple,
apricot, bean, blackberry, Jerusalem artichoke, horseradish, potato, turnip, cabbage,
onion, and dandelion root (source Forensic Science Handbook, edited by Richard
Saferstein, page 275). In tests done at the FBI Basic Serology course at the FBI Academy
in Quantico, VA, phenolphthalein has been shown to react with cabbage, carrot,
cucumbers, celery, corn, and horseradish.
Animal origin: pus, bone marrow leukocytes, brain tissues, spinal fluid, intestine,
lung ,saliva, and mucous (source Forensic Science Handbook, edited by Richard
Saferstein, page 275). In tests done at the FBI Basic Serology course at the FBI
Academy in Quantico, VA, phenolphthalein has been shown to react with saliva. Bacteria
can also cause false positive reactions.
The HemaTrace test used to confirm human blood is more sensitive than the
phenolphthalein test. As a result, had the phenolphthalein been reacting to human blood,
then the HemaTrace test should have also given a positive result for human hemoglobin.
In validation studies conducted at the Louisiana State Police Crime Lab, phenolphthalein
could detect a 1/1,000,000 dilution of blood and the HemaTrace card could detect a
1/100,000,000 dilution of blood. This makes the HemaTrace card 100 times more
sensitive than the phenolphthalein test.
The test to quantify human DNA is also very sensitive. The QuantiBlot kit using
Chromogen:TMB can detect as little as 160 picograms of human DNA. Some human
DNA quantification systems can detect down to 20 picograms of human DNA. Based on
the results of the phenolphthalein, lumina!, human hemoglobin, and human DNA
quantification analyses, the substance detected in Ms. Lobato's vehicle is not human
blood.

Ms. Renhard's 07-22-01 Crime Scene Report states "...latent prints were
recovered from the left door threshold, the interior and exterior left door window, the
interior right door window, the exterior of the trunk and front hood." Her report indicates
that a minimum of six latent lifts were recovered from the vehicle. The report does not
indicate the number of smudges, partial prints, overlaid prints, etc. that were not
collected
When dusting for prints, the powder on the brush adheres to the moisture
contained in the print. The main factors in determining if a person will leave behind a
print are the person's individual physiology and habits, the surface, and the environment.
Any one or more of these factors can contribute to the lack of fingerprints. People with
drier skin will not leave prints as readily as a person with oily or sweaty skin. Rough
surfaces are not conducive to recovering dusted prints because of the surface texture.
Moisture and
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oils in fingerprints will evaporate more rapidly in hot, arid environments than in cooler,
more humid environments. The lack of Ms. Lobato's prints in her own vehicle would
not be considered unusual and it is not necessarily a sign that her vehicle was
cleaned.
FINAL CONCLUSION:
There is no physical evidence associating Kirsten Lobato with Duran Bailey or the crime
scene. Ms. Lobato is also excluded as the source of physical evidence found at the crime
scene.
George Schiro
Forensic Scientist
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Diann
Apartment
withunitSatellite
dishes and Mexican’s Apartment with Plant
ParkersParker’s
unit 816 and
the Mexican’s
822.
2.12.10
cropped
HPIMO66
60%
(Parker’s 2nd floor unit in the building on the left was the one with the satellite dishes on the front porch, and
Mexican’s unit was the 2nd floor unit in the building on the right with a plant on the porch.) (Photo taken February
12, 2010 by Hans Sherrer.)
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Mexican’s unit 822 looking at Diann Parker’s unit 816
(Photo taken February 12, 2010 by Hans Sherrer.)
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Duran Bailey's body superimposed over blood at scene
Image 1 – Bailey's body superimposed over blood at scene
LVMPD photo
40390019 (blood at
scene)
superimposed over
LVMPD photo
40400010 (Bailey's
body at scene).
Photos
superimposed by
Hans Sherrer on
March 30, 2010
using the software
program:
Image Merger.EXE
v.1.0.19

Blood
concentrated
under Bailey's
rectum wound

Image 2 – Bailey at scene

Blood concentrated under
Bailey's carotid artery
wound and blood runoff

Bailey's rectum wound
Bailey's carotid artery neck
wound
Blood runoff from neck
wound
LVMPD photo: 40400010
(reduced from original size)

Image 3 – Blood at scene

Blood concentrations
under Bailey's body
LVMPD photo: 40390019
(reduced from original size)
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Blackstone Criminal/Probate Court Case Inquiry

Page 1 of 1

District Case Inquiry - Minutes
Home
Summary
Case Activity
Calendar
Continuance
Minutes
Parties
Def. Detail
Next Co-Def.
Charges
Sentencing
Bail Bond
Judgments
District Case
Party Search
Corp. Search
Atty. Search
Bar# Search
ID Search
Calendar Day
Holidays
Help
Comments &
Feedback
Legal Notice

Case 04-C-203649-C

Just Ct. 04-F -12414
Case#

Plaintiff State of Nevada
Defendant Martinez, Daniel
Judge Vega, Valorie J.
Event 11/16/2004 at 09:00 AM

Status CLOSED

Attorney Roger, David J.
Attorney Tanner, Mont E.
Dept.

2

SENTENCING CT 2/DISMISS REMAINING
COUNT

Heard By Vega, Valorie J.
Officers Sandra Jeter, Relief Clerk
Lisa Lizotte, Reporter/Recorder
Parties 0000 S1
007421
0001 D1
004433

State of Nevada

Yes

Lee, Christopher K.
Martinez, Daniel

Yes
Yes

Tanner, Mont E.

Yes

DEFT. MARTINEZ ADJUDGED GUILTY OF COUNT 2 - ASSAULT WITH USE
OF A DEADLY
WEAPON (F); Count 1 DISMISSED. Following arguments by counsel, Court
noted
INS has a detainer in place. COURT ORDERED, in addition to the $25
Administrative Assessment Fee, $150 DNA Analysis Fee and testing for genetic
markers and/or secretor status, Deft. SENTENCED to a MAXIMUM term of
SIXTY
(60) MONTHS and a MINIMUM of THIRTEEN (13) MONTHS in the Nevada
Department
of Corrections (NDC) with FIFTEEN (15) DAYS CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED.
COURT
FURTHER ORDERED, Deft. REMANDED to the NDC. BOND, if any,
EXONERATED.
NDC
Due to time restraints and individual case loads, the above case record may not reflect all
information to date.

Top Of Page

Generated by BLACKSTONE ... the Judicial System
© 2010 All Rights Reserved, CMC Software
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Create Blog
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Injustice Central
In shadows cast by the sickly gleam of high profile cases, it is the common men and women who disappear
into silence. This blog is dedicated to Kirstin Lobato, and all others who have been harmed by the failures
of justice.

9.26.2003
Just general stuff today. I may ramble a bit because I haven't been getting much
sleep lately. So, if that's the case, I apologize for any confusion. I really don't know
where I'm going to go with this, today.
I wanted to mention that my most recent post may have implied a bit of paranoia.
Like "they are out to get you," and that sort of thing. That wasn't my intention. But
they are out to get someone (they being law enforcement officials), and the point
was that if you do end up in court for any reason, what you say will be used against
you. Obviously, if you don't end up in court, it won't.

Links
Justice4Kirstin
Key Points
What Happened
Forum
Sign The Petition
Send Her A Message
morning somewhere
Email Me

Archives
Don't underestimate the chances that that someone will be you, though. The police
stopped looking for other suspects after taking Kirstin Lobato into custody, even
though there was a far more likely scenario at work with Dianne Parker. As I wrote
on my last post, the glaring discrepencies between the facts of the crime and
Kirstin's statement were ignored in favor of what did fit their supposition.
Speaking of supposition, I am going to go into one now. It is just an interpretation,
something I've been thinking about recently, nothing more. There is no forensic
evidence to back me up (so in that respect I'm just like the prosecution that pointed
the finger at Kirstin Lobato). But I think that Dianne Parker's potential connection
was worth looking into by the police. Although they did look at her as a suspect, she
was forgotten after they had Kirstin in custody.
Dianne Parker was raped by the victim, Duran Bailey, days before he was killed.
Earlier on the day of the rape, Duran had slapped her in the presence of a Hispanic
construction worker, which Parker referred to as a Mexican. Whether that was his
nationality or not, who knows? The investigation never went in that direction - and
not because they had excluded the possibility, but because they had found a new
suspect in Kirstin Lobato, and began concentrating all investigations on proving she
had done it.
Anyhow, the day Parker was slapped by Duran Bailey, this unnamed Hispanic took
him outside and told Bailey to leave Parker alone. Later that night, Bailey raped
Dianne Parker, and she reported it to the police. After the police came to talk to her
about the rape and before Bailey's murder, it was likely that a number of people
knew what was going on. One Hispanic male heard a conversation with the police,
and a Hispanic female witnessed Parker screaming and trying to escape Bailey the
night of the rape - but did nothing.

08/03/2003 - 08/10/2003
08/10/2003 - 08/17/2003
08/24/2003 - 08/31/2003
08/31/2003 - 09/07/2003
09/07/2003 - 09/14/2003
09/14/2003 - 09/21/2003
09/21/2003 - 09/28/2003
09/28/2003 - 10/05/2003
10/05/2003 - 10/12/2003
10/12/2003 - 10/19/2003
10/19/2003 - 10/26/2003
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11/09/2003 - 11/16/2003
11/16/2003 - 11/23/2003
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12/07/2003 - 12/14/2003
12/14/2003 - 12/21/2003
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08/14/2005 - 08/21/2005
08/21/2005 - 08/28/2005
08/28/2005 - 09/04/2005
09/04/2005 - 09/11/2005
09/11/2005 - 09/18/2005
09/18/2005 - 09/25/2005
Current Posts

Now, there a few things that I am going to mention about Hispanic culture. I am
Hispanic myself, and so when I generalize it is not to stereotype in any way, but to
report my observations. I've had plenty of interaction with Hispanic culture, in Florida
and California, and during my marriage. So, let's just be clear here. I know what it is
I'm talking about.
So, first, Hispanics living in close proximity to one another talk a lot amongst
themselves (and it appears there were a number of Hispanics living around Dianne
Parker), and more freely than they do to others, especially when they are from the
same country. So, given the evidence and testimony provided by the court
transcripts I have read, and knowing what I know of Hispanic culture, I would stake
my reputation on the following two statements: (1) Almost every adult Hispanic
living in the area of the same national origin (probably Mexico...it is Nevada, after all)
knew about what happened to Dianne Parker soon after the rape and (2) she
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wouldn't have had to say a word to them for this information to spread like wildfire.
The other thing I have to say is about Hispanic men in particular. It involves
machismo, which is being macho. Because there are some subtle differences that are
rooted in Hispanic culture, and to make this easier, I will be referring to Hispanic
macho as "machismo" and Western macho as simply "macho" even though
linguistically they don't make much of a difference. But whereas your typical macho
is more allied with Darwinian natural selection...proving oneself the most manly man
for women to select from...machismo is more proactive and slightly territorial. It has
more to do with the domination of women than it does the superiority of their
manhood (or rather, their superiority over other men). So while largely the same as
a typical macho behavior pattern, it is tilted differently nevertheless.
A fairly famous example would be Antonio Banderas. If you've ever seen one of his
movies, you may have noticed an aura of "male superiority" in his demeanor in
pretty much every scene with a woman he has ever done. In part, this is because he
is typecast to culture so often (and machismo is a big part of many Hispanic
cultures), but he acts that way so naturally that it is hard for me to believe it is not
natural to him - and I have no reason to believe it isn't. Now, he does have charm,
and so his machismo comes off as being more chivalrous and less apparently
domineering, but you can still see the slightly condescending air and cool I-couldtake-you-whenever-I-chose-to-do-so confidence that is representative of the
superiority complex so often portrayed by machismo.
Macho and machismo do share many traits: an exaggeration of traditional masculine
roles for the purpose of affecting women mentally or emotionally, a need to prove
one's superiority, and perhaps most important of all in this case, reputation. I said
before that machismo is a little more territorial than your standard macho demeanor.
Their motivation does not need to be sexual in nature, but rather a drive to
prove male domination over all women in one's territory. And in this role, males tend
to see themselves as protectors of a woman's interests, no matter what kind of
macho you're talking about. Of course, it is what they see as being in a woman's
interests, and has nothing to do with whether she herself sees it that way, but that's
kind of beside the point.
So, it is not very hard for me to imagine that a Hispanic male who had just warned
Bailey to leave Dianne Parker alone would take the news quite badly when he found
out later Bailey had raped her. While it would be ridiculous to say all Hispanic men
possess a strong attitude like machismo, it remains likely that he could perceive it as
a direct assault on his manhood, his ability to protect, and given the widespread
communication in a localized Hispanic community, his reputation. Because, just as I
believe the local Hispanic community knew about the rape, I am also certain they
knew about the slap, and the Hispanic man's reaction afterwards. Also, Dianne
Parker stated that she wanted to protect the identities of Hispanic men in the area
because she thought they would have illegal immigration issues. If this was true,
then we're not talking about people with Americanized culture, but rather people who
have been born and raised in an area where machismo is more common and
acceptable.
For a Hispanic male with a strong sense of machismo, such a violation of a woman is
completely unacceptable. And when I say unacceptable, I mean that in a very, very
severe way. Possibly murderous. And even if the man who spoke to Bailey about
slapping Parker had nothing to do with Bailey's death, there is a very strong liklihood
that someone else in the area felt that it was their duty as a male show Bailey what
being a man is all about, especially since they all seemed protective of her...which is
something I would not be surprised to see with as many Hispanics in the area as
there were.
My supposition is that Duran Bailey was killed as a response to his rape of Dianne
Parker. I don't think she did it herself, and I am inclined to think she didn't even ask
for it to happen. But Bailey didn't kill and mutilate himself, and the people close to
that area would have had motives that Kirstin Lobato did not, as well as a lot more
opportunity. Either way, the police should have investigated further.

# posted by Tony @ 10:13 AM
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Shark attack victim died from massive blood loss
By BRIAN SKOLOFF
The Associated Press
Friday, February 5, 2010; 12:59 PM

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -- A shark up to 9 feet long
likely intended to eat the man it fatally attacked off
South Florida, a shark expert said Friday.
Stephen Schafer, 38, was kiteboarding about a
quarter-mile offshore in Stuart, 100 miles north of
Miami, when he went into the water Wednesday and
was surrounded by at least three sharks.
In many cases, a shark attack on a human is simply a
case of mistaken identity, a so-called "hit-and-run,"
when the animal bites a person instead of its intended
target, another fish. But that didn't seem to be the case
with Schafer.
"I don't think there's any doubt that this was an attempt
by a larger-size shark to have a meal," said George
Burgess, who oversees the International Shark Attack
File at the University of Florida's Museum of Natural
History. "This was more than likely a predatory attack."

A 2007 photo provided by Chris Shultz shows
Stephen Schafer kiteboard surfing. Schafer, 38,
was was fatally attacked by sharks off a Stuart,
Fla., beach Wednesday, Feb 3, 2010. Schafer
was the first person killed in a shark attack in
Florida in five years, experts said. (AP Photo/The
Stuart News, Chris Shultz) (Chris Shultz - AP)

Lund paddled for about 20 minutes to reach Schafer
and pulled him back to shore. He died a short time later
at a hospital. An autopsy revealed he lost more than half
of his blood.
Dr. Linda O'Neil, an associate medical examiner in
Martin County, said Friday that Schafer was bitten
twice, most likely by the same animal.
One bite was on his buttocks, leaving visible teeth
marks, and the other a severe tear to his right thigh that
gouged to the bone. His right hand was also wounded,
but that apparently happened when the shark bit his
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Schafer was pulled from the water by lifeguard Daniel
Lund, 46, who was himself a shark bite victim about 25
years ago along the same coast, an attack that left him
unable to walk for several months.
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thigh.
"It looks like the shark hit his leg and he put his hand down there and that became part of
the same bite," O'Neil said.
The thigh wound, which severed
branches of the femoral artery, was
fatal.
"That was the more significant wound
and would have caused death even
without that bite to the buttocks,"
O'Neil said.
The culprit was likely a bull or a tiger
shark, the most likely of the species
typically found off South Florida to bite
in a predatory attack, Burgess said.
"This one here clearly is an event where
the shark knew what it was doing,"
Burgess said. If Schafer hadn't climbed on his kiteboard and been pulled to shore by Lund,
the attack likely would have continued.
It was the first deadly shark attack in Florida in five years. The last was in 2005 off the
Panhandle, where a 14-year-old Louisiana girl was attacked while swimming about 100
yards off shore. Burgess said that attack was very similar to Wednesday's attack and was
perpetrated by a bull shark.
The International Shark Attack File lists 1,032 documented shark attacks in the U.S. since
1690. Fifty were fatal. Florida leads the world in the number of shark attacks annually.
--On The Net:
International Shark Attack File:http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/fish/Sharks/ISAF/ISAF.htm
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Location of Duran Bailey's body, teeth, penis and
blood concentration inside the trash enclosure
Nevada State Bank
4240 W Flamingo Rd., Las Vegas, NV
(Drawing of trash enclosure to scale. The location of Bailey's teeth, penis, head, feet and blood are to scale based on LVMPD crime scene
photos. Drawing by Hans Sherrer, March 30, 2010.)
Scale 1' = 1/2”

West
10'-8” outside width
9'-4” inside width
Plywood leaning
against wall

Teeth

(6 intact and 1
fragment.)

Bailey's feet

Blood
concentrated

Angle of
Bailey's body
found face-up

(From carotid
artery wound.)

Blood concentrated
under Bailey's
rectum

Penis

(Lying about 8”
from the left side
of Bailey's body.)

Blood concentrated
under Bailey's neck
Bailey's Head

14'-8” outside length
(14'-0” inside length)

South

Bailey 5'-10” tall
6'-10” between curbs

North
Concrete footing
for block wall
Concrete curbs
Block wall
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40400010_Plywood_against_north_wall.jpg
Plywood against north wall
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DIGESTION TIMES of Various Foods
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http://www.cookingjunkies.com/health-nutrition/digestion-times-various...

Frequent Heart burn?
V iew V ideos With D iet T ips Y ou N eed T o G et Relief From H eartburn.
www.Prevacid24HR.com

Cooking Junkies Forums > General Cooking > Health and Nutrition

DIGESTION TIMES of Various Foods

User Name User Name

DIGESTION TIMES of Various Foods. Discuss DIGESTION TIMES of Various Foods, on Cooking
Junkies.

Password

Remember Me?
Log in

Discuss good health, diets and nutrition.
Register

FAQ

Calendar

LinkBack

Thread Tools

03-31-2005, 12:11 PM

DishyDelishy

Display Modes
#1 (permalink)

Join Date: Mar 2005
Location: In the Kitchen, by the coffee
Posts: 623
Thanks: 5
Thanked 7 Times in 7 Posts

Senior Cook

DIGESTION TIMES of Various Foods

DIGESTIO N TIME O F VAR IO US FO O DS
(approx . tim e spe nt in stom a ch be fo re e m ptying)
W ate r whe n stom a ch is e m pty, le ave s im m e diate ly and goe s into inte stine s,
Juice s Fruit ve ge ta ble s, ve ge ta ble broth - 15 to 20 m inute s.
Se m i-liquid (ble nde d salad, ve ge ta ble s or fruits) - 20 to 30 m in.
Fruits
W ate rm e lon - 20 m in.dige stion tim e .
O the r m e lons - C a nte loupe , C ra nsha w, Hone yde w e tc. - 30 m in.
O range s, grape fruit, gra pe s - 30 m in.
Apple s, pe ars, pe a che s, che rrie s e tc. - dige st in 40 m in.
Vegetables
R aw tosse d salad ve ge table s - tom a to, le ttuce s, cucum be r, ce le ry, re d or gre e n pe ppe r, othe r succule nt
ve ge table s - 30 to 40 m in. dige stion. Ste am e d or cook e d ve ge ta ble s
Le afy ve ge table s - e scarole , spinach, k ale , collards e tc. - 40 m in. - Zucchini, broccoli, cauliflowe r, string
be ans, ye llow squa sh, corn on cob - a ll 45 m in. dige stio n tim e
R oot ve ge table s - ca rrots, be e ts, pa rsnips, turnips e tc. - 50 m in.
Semi-Concentrated Carbohydrates - Starches
Je rusale m artichok e s & le a fy, a corn & butte rnut squashe s, corn, potatoe s, swe e t potatoe s, ya m , che stnuts all 60 m in. dige stion.
Concentrated Carbohydrates - Grains
Brown rice , m ille t, buck whe a t, cornm e al, oats (first 3 ve ge table s be st) - 90 m in.
Legumes & Beans - (Concentrated Carbohydrate & Protein)
Le ntils, lim as, chick pe as, pe a s, pige on pe as, k idne y be ans, e tc. - 90 m in. dige stion tim e
soy be ans -120 m in. dige stion tim e
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Seeds & Nuts
Se e ds - Sunflowe r, pum pk in, pe pita , se sam e - Dige stive tim e approx . 2 hours.
Nuts - Alm onds, filbe rts, pe anuts (ra w), ca she ws, brazil, walnuts, pe cans e tc. - 2 1/2 to 3 hours to dige st.
Dairy
Sk im m ilk , cottage or low fa t pot che e se or ricotta - approx . 90 m in. dige stion tim e
whole m ilk cottage che e se - 120 m in. dige stion
whole m ilk hard che e se - 4 to 5 hours dige stion tim e
A nimal proteins
Egg yolk - 30 m in. dige stion tim e
W hole e gg - 45 m in.
Fish - cod, scrod, flounde r, sole se afood - 30 m in. dige stion tim e
Fish - salm on, sa lm on trout, he rring, (m ore fatty fish) - 45 m in. to 60 dige stion tim e
C hick e n - 1½ to 2 hours dige stion tim e (without sk in)
Turk e y - 2 to 2¼ hours dige stion tim e (without sk in)
Be e f, lam b - 3 to 4 hours dige stion tim e
Pork - 4½ to 5 hours dige stion tim e
(Editor's note s
Note 1: raw anim a l prote ins ha ve m uch faste r dige stion tim e s than the above tim e s for cook e d/he ate d anim al
prote ins.
Note 2: The dige stion tim e s give n are unde r an ide al situation of e ating only one food, che wing we ll, and
having e fficie nt dige stion, as is the ca se e .g. afte r a fast. The y are dige stion tim e s for optim ally he althy
pe rsons, with good e ating ha bits. The dige stion tim e s a re to a large part de rive d from Dr. Gia n-C ursio's and
Dr. Bass' practice s.
Dige stion tim e s a re m uch longe r on a conve ntional die t, and for pe rsons with non-optim ize d dige stive
syste m s, or pe rso ns la ck ing in e ne rgy, and for m e als with m any ingre die nts put toge the r ha phazardly = not in
the optim um se que ntial orde r.)

Dog's Sensitive Stom ach?
3 Bags to a Healthier Dog. Precisely Balanced
Dog Nutrition.
www.HillsPet.com/DogSickness

VitaMix Accessories Pack
Save On Perfect VitaMix Gift Market Bag,
Recipes, Class & More!
www.Vitamix.com

RALPHS Farm Market, Lang.
fresh fruit&veggies;natural&organic
groceries/snacks/dairy/deli/bakery!
ralphsfarmmarket.com

Probiotics for Digestion
Supports healthy digestion Top Seller in the US
www.Jarrow.com

__________________
DishyDelishy

09-25-2009, 12:38 PM

NYCLipo
Senior Cook

#2 (permalink)
Join Date: Sep 2009
Posts: 284
Thanks: 5
Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts

This is a ve ry inform a tive dish.. Thank s. By this chart yo u will be able to pick or to choose fo od and to k now
whe n it would be dige ste d..
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Natasha Richardson, 45, Stage and Film Star, Dies - New York Times

Page 1

March 19, 2009

Natasha Richardson, 45, Stage and Film Star, Dies
By BRUCE WEBER; IAN AUSTEN, PATRICK HEALY AND LIZ ROBBINS CONTRIBUTED REPORTING.

Natasha Richardson, a Tony Award-winning actress whose career melded glamorous celebrity with the bloodline of theater royalty, died Wednesday
at Lenox Hill Hospital in Manhattan. She had suffered head injuries in a skiing accident Monday north of Montreal, and was flown to New York on
Tuesday. She was 45 and lived in Manhattan and in Millbrook, N.Y.
Alan Nierob, a spokesman for her husband, the actor Liam Neeson, announced Ms. Richardson's death Wednesday night.
''Liam Neeson, his sons, and the entire family are shocked and devastated by the tragic death of their beloved Natasha,'' a statement said. ''They are
profoundly grateful for the support, love and prayers of everyone, and ask for privacy during this very difficult time.''
The statement did not disclose the cause of death or discuss Ms. Richardson's medical condition.
The gravity of her injuries had prompted an outpouring of public interest and concern and flurries of rumor and speculation since Monday, when
reports of her accident began filtering out of the Mont Tremblant ski resort in the Laurentian hills.
Ms. Richardson, who was not wearing a helmet, had fallen during a beginner's skiing lesson, a resort spokeswoman, Lyne Lortie, said Tuesday. ''It
was a normal fall; she didn't hit anyone or anything,'' Ms. Lortie said. ''She didn't show any signs of injury. She was talking and she seemed all right.''
Still, an instructor and a ski patrol member accompanied her off the slopes, and when Ms. Richardson complained of a headache about an hour later
in her hotel, she was taken by ambulance to a hospital nearby and later transferred to one in Montreal. She was flown to Lenox Hill on Tuesday
afternoon.
On Wednesday, as television news vans stood outside, friends including Lauren Bacall and family members including Ms. Richardson's mother,
Vanessa Redgrave, and sister, the actress Joely Richardson, were observed arriving. Mr. Neeson was seen crouched beside her in an ambulance in
Montreal the day before.
The news media attention harked back to the early 1990s, when the couple's relationship was noted in newspapers. She was a blond, beautiful
English actress, he was her ruggedly handsome Irish co-star, and the two were thought to be courting right on stage, during a New York production.
Ms. Richardson was an intense and absorbing actress who was unafraid of taking on demanding and emotionally raw roles. Classically trained, she
was admired on both sides of the Atlantic for upholding the traditions of one of the great acting families of the modern age.
Her grandfather was Sir Michael Redgrave, one of England's finest tragedians. He passed his gifts, if not always his affection, to his daughters,
Vanessa and Lynn Redgrave, and his son, Corin Redgrave. The night Vanessa was born, her father was playing Laertes to Laurence Olivier's Hamlet.
Ms. Richardson was the daughter of Vanessa Redgrave and the film director Tony Richardson, known for ''Tom Jones'' and ''The Loneliness of the
Long-Distance Runner.'' Married in the early 1960s, they were divorced in 1967. He died of AIDS in 1991 at the age of 63.
Ms. Richardson came to critical prominence in England in 1985 as Nina, Chekhov's naïve and vulnerable ingénue in ''The Seagull,'' a role her mother
had played to great acclaim in 1964. It was a road production, and when it reached London, Vanessa Redgrave joined the cast as the narcissistic
actress Arkadina. The production became legendary, but working with her mother intimidated her.
''She rehearsed like a tornado,'' Ms. Richardson recalled in a 1993 interview with The New York Times Magazine. ''It was completely crazy. She
rolled on the floor in some scenes. I was terrified of being on stage with her.''
But almost no one doubts that Ms. Redgrave inspired her daughter as well. Like her mother, Ms. Richardson was known for disappearing into a role,
for not capitalizing on her looks and for being drawn to characters under duress.
Copyright 2010 The New York Times Company
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Computation of Sunrise, Sunset and Twilight Times (fail-safe)

Online-Photoperiod Calculator V 1.94 L

Page 1 of 2

Author: J. Lammi ( © 1996 - 2008)

jjlammi@yahoo.com

Computation of Daylengths, Sunrise/Sunset Times, Twilight and Local Noon

[Guestbook] [Related stuff] [Send comments] [Home]
Select for locations
Select for dates
Use menu of
Daylight savings
Help
Use the current date
cities
Set ON/OFF
Input a date value
Input latitude &
longitude
Calculation Date
Month July
Day 8
Year 2001
Las Vegas
Calculate
Location
51
° 30
´
Latitude
N S Find latitudes
0
° 0
´
Longitude
W E Find longitudes
00
h 00 min
Local time
Find timezones
-8
TZ
o
35 '
Refraction
Temperature
0
C
© 2008,
Jarmo Lammi (revised 22-November-01)
Daylength: 14:30 hours
Begin of Nautical Twilight: 04:24 hours
Begin of Civil Twilight: 05:01 hours
Sunrise Time: 05:31 hours
Sunset Time: 20:01 hours
End of Civil Twilight: 20:31 hours
End of Nautical Twilight: 21:08 hours
Max. height angle is 76:16 degr at noon time 12:46
Declination of Sun:
22:26 degr
Sun altitude -30:12 degr, azimuth 13:26 degr (UTC 07:00)
DLST
Solar power 1194 W/m2 at noon
Date: Sunday on 2001-07-8, the 189. day of the year
Location: Las Vegas, latitude 36:10, longitude -115:12

This is the fail-safe version which has no cookies to restore your location
parameters while loading.
To change the location parameters, do edit the JavaScript function GetLastVisit
()
New! See my Midnight Sun Pictures

Scout Report for Science and Engineering Selection (October 15, 1997)
Place 30 of Top 100 Time Sites
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History : Weather Underground
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http://www.wunderground.com/history/airport/KLAS/2001/7/8/DailyHist...

History for Las Vegas, NV
Sunday, July 8, 2001

Daily Summary
Actual:

Average :

Record :

Mean Temperature

84 °F

91 °F

Max Temperature

95 °F

104 °F

113 °F (1989)

Min Temperature

73 °F

78 °F

60 °F (1938)

0

0

Temperature:

Degree Days:
Heating Degree Days
Month to date heating degree days

0

Since 1 July heating degree days
Cooling Degree Days

0
19

25

Month to date cooling degree days

198

Year to date cooling degree days

1242

Growing Degree Days

34 (Base 50)

Moisture:
Dew Point

60 °F

Average Humidity

43

Maximum Humidity

68

Minimum Humidity

23

Precipitation:
Precipitation

0.00 in

0.01 in

Month to date precipitation

0.08

Year to date precipitation

2.42

1.29 in (1999)

Sea Level Pressure:
Sea Level Pressure

29.94 in

Wind:
Wind Speed

3 mph (SW)

Max Wind Speed

14 mph

Max Gust Speed

-

Visibility

10 miles

Events
T = Trace of Precipitation, MM = Missing Value

Source: NWS Daily Summary
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Hourly Observations
Time
(PDT):

Temp.:

12:56
AM

Dew
Point:

Humidity:

Sea Level
Pressure:

Visibility:

75.9 °F 60.1 °F

58%

29.98 in

1:56 AM 75.0 °F 61.0 °F

62%

2:56 AM 75.9 °F 60.1 °F

Wind
Dir:

Wind
Speed:

Gust
Speed:

Precip: Events: Conditions:

10.0 miles Calm

Calm

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

29.97 in

10.0 miles South

10.4 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

58%

29.96 in

10.0 miles Variable 3.5 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

3:56 AM 73.9 °F 61.0 °F

64%

29.96 in

10.0 miles SW

5.8 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

4:56 AM 75.0 °F 60.1 °F

60%

29.97 in

10.0 miles SW

3.5 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

5:56 AM 73.0 °F 62.1 °F

68%

29.99 in

10.0 miles South

5.8 mph

-

N/A

Scattered
Clouds

6:56 AM 75.9 °F 61.0 °F

60%

29.99 in

10.0 miles SW

6.9 mph

-

N/A

Scattered
Clouds

7:56 AM 79.0 °F 61.0 °F

54%

30.00 in

10.0 miles SW

5.8 mph

-

N/A

Scattered
Clouds

8:56 AM 82.0 °F 63.0 °F

52%

30.00 in

10.0 miles West

5.8 mph

-

N/A

Scattered
Clouds

9:56 AM 84.9 °F 60.1 °F

43%

29.99 in

10.0 miles NE

5.8 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

10:56
AM

87.1 °F 59.0 °F

39%

29.99 in

10.0 miles ESE

6.9 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

11:56
AM

90.0 °F 59.0 °F

35%

29.97 in

10.0 miles Variable 4.6 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

12:56
PM

90.0 °F 57.9 °F

34%

29.96 in

10.0 miles SSW

9.2 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

1:56 PM 91.9 °F 57.0 °F

31%

29.93 in

10.0 miles Calm

Calm

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

2:56 PM 93.0 °F 55.0 °F

28%

29.91 in

10.0 miles SSW

5.8 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy
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Time
(PDT):

Humidity:

Sea Level
Pressure:

Visibility:

Wind
Dir:

Wind
Speed:

Gust
Speed:

Precip: Events: Conditions:

3:56 PM 95.0 °F 52.0 °F

23%

29.88 in

10.0 miles South

9.2 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

4:56 PM 95.0 °F 55.9 °F

27%

29.86 in

10.0 miles WSW

10.4 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

5:56 PM 93.9 °F 57.0 °F

29%

29.85 in

10.0 miles South

6.9 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

6:56 PM 93.9 °F 57.0 °F

29%

29.85 in

10.0 miles SW

13.8 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

7:56 PM 91.9 °F 57.9 °F

32%

29.86 in

10.0 miles WSW

13.8 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

8:32 PM 91.4 °F 59.0 °F

34%

29.95 in

1.2 miles

WSW

8.1 mph

-

N/A

Haze

8:39 PM 91.4 °F 59.0 °F

34%

29.95 in

10.0 miles WSW

8.1 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

8:56 PM 91.0 °F 59.0 °F

34%

29.87 in

10.0 miles West

5.8 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

9:56 PM 89.1 °F 57.0 °F

34%

29.88 in

10.0 miles SW

8.1 mph

-

N/A

Scattered
Clouds

10:56
PM

87.1 °F 55.9 °F

35%

29.88 in

10.0 miles SSW

9.2 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

11:56
PM

84.9 °F 57.9 °F

40%

29.86 in

10.0 miles SSW

9.2 mph

-

N/A

Mostly Cloudy

Temp.:

Dew
Point:

http://www.wunderground.com/history/airport/KLAS/2001/7/8/DailyHist...

Copyright © 2009 Weather Underground, Inc.
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40390005_Bailey’s_penis
Bailey’s penis
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40390019_Blood at crime scene a jpg
Blood at crime scene
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40400009_Bailey’s_groin a jpg
Bailey’s groin
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4032001_black_shoes a jpg
Black High Heeled Shoes
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4032002_black_shoes a jpg
Black High Heeled Shoes
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4032003_black_shoes a jpg
Black High Heeled Shoes
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4032004_black_shoes a jpg
Black High Heeled Shoes
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1

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

2

***

3

KIRSTIN BLAISE LOBATO,

4

Appellant,

5
6
7

vs.
THE STATE OF NEVADA,
Respondent.

)
) Case No. 58913
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Electronically Filed
Jan 30 2012 04:54 p.m.
Tracie K. Lindeman
Clerk of Supreme Court

8
APPELLANT’S APPENDIX
9
VOLUME 8
10
APPEAL FROM NOTICE OF ENTRY OF DECISION AND ORDER
11
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
12
13
14
15
16
17

CHRIS OWENS
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
200 LEWIS AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89155
(702) 671-2500

TRAVIS BARRICK
NEVADA BAR #9257
GALLIAN, WILCOX, WELKER
OLSON & BECKSTROM, L.C.
540 E. ST. LOUIS AVENUE
LAS VEGAS , NEVADA 89104
(702 892-3500

18

CATHERINE CORTEZ-MASTO
NEVADA BAR #3926
NEVADA ATTORNEY GENERAL
100 N. CARSON STREET
CARSON CITY, NEVADA 89701
(775) 684-1265

19
20
21
22
23

ATTORNEYS FOR RESPONDENT
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

24
25
26
27
28
1
Docket 58913 Document 2012-03252

9

INDEX
DOCUMENT NAME (FILE DATE)
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS
(5/5/10)

9

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAUPERIS
SUPPLEMENTAL (6/4/2010)

1924-1935

5

APPELLANT’S OPENING BRIEF (DIRECT APPEAL) (12/26/07)

1048-1111

10

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (10/11/10)

2184-2185

10

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (10/5/10)

2183

9

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
(5/11/10)

1923

5

CERTIORARI DENIED (10/14/09)

1147

1
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